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We all want clean, healthy, gorgeous hair, but with so many different brands and products out 
there, how can you tell which ones deliver the results you need?  
 

 
 
You don’t have to take the expensive trial-and-error approach to find the ideal solutions for 
your hair. Instead, just look for the purple haircare products from UNITE Hair. For blonde hair, 
in particular—be it natural or color-treated—the BLONDA™ System includes everything you 
need, from non-toning purple shampoo and conditioner to reparative treatments and multi-
tasking argan oil. 
 
With UNITE, you get American-made products that are certified cruelty-free by PETA. You can 
count on UNITE Hair products to never contain parabens, formaldehyde, talc, phthalates, or 
harsh chemicals.  
 
Get to know the BLONDA™ System from UNITE Hair with these four outstanding haircare 
products. 
 
Gently Cleanse with the BLONDA™ Toning Purple Shampoo 
 

Thanks to this ultra-violet toning shampoo from UNITE, you can gently cleanse and lighten your 
hair while brightening any brassy tones—all in just 60 seconds.  

https://unitehair.com/collections/blonda-toning
https://unitehair.com/


With just one weekly use of never more than a minute, the BLONDA™ Toning Purple Shampoo 
from UNITE purifies your hair and brightens blonde tones and highlights. Plus, it lasts through 
several shampoos and is safe for extensions as well as color-treated hair.  
 
Hydrate and Repair with the BLONDA™ Daily Purple Conditioner 
 

On both tone and no-tone days, the non-toning BLONDA™ Daily Purple Conditioner is just what 
you need to moisturize and maintain your stunning blonde hair.  
 
It’s free from heavy residues, so you never have to worry about dulling your hair. Plus, this 
conditioner puts vitamins A, E, and C to work to moisturize, repair, and protect hair.  
 
Strengthen and Tone Brassy Blonde Hair with the BLONDA™ Fix Treatment 
 

We all know how it feels to be overworked and stressed out. But thanks to the toning 
BLONDA™ Fix Treatment from UNITE, you can make sure your hair never feels that type of 
burnout. 
 
At least twice weekly after shampooing and conditioning, comb BLONDA™ Fix through to the 
ends of your hair and leave it for 5 to 10 minutes, then rinse.  
 
Nourish and Smooth With BLONDA™ Oil 
 

There’s no better way to complete your haircare routine than by sealing, repairing, and 
nourishing your blonde hair with BLONDA™ Oil from UNITE. This oil controls frizz and flyaways, 
provides thermal and UV protection, and delivers a high-shine, soft finish.  
 
Once you’ve finished with the shampoo, conditioner, and the 7SECONDS hair detangler from 
UNITE Hair, use one to three drops of BLONDA™ Oil to moisturize and protect your hair with a 
beautiful shine.  
 
You can apply BLONDA™ Oil on its own or in tandem with any other styling or finishing products 
from UNITE Hair.  
 
Discover the benefits of the BLONDA™ System from UNITE Hair at https://unitehair.com/ 

 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/3QCbla0 
 

 

https://unitehair.com/products/blonda-toning-shampoo
https://unitehair.com/products/7seconds-detangler
https://unitehair.com/
https://bit.ly/3QCbla0

